Vertiv™ Containerized Data Center Infrastructure

Vertiv™ Knürr™ DCM
Rack platform for any data center application—lightweight, efficient, highest in the industry:
- Lightweight aluminum frame
- Doors open to 135˚
- Improved airflow: highest in the industry
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Centers Of Expertise

Vertiv Data Center Infrastructure for Large Applications

AC Power
Satisfying critical operations that simply can’t go down. We deliver a full range of uninterruptible power systems plus STS devices, providing everything from individual products to integrated power protection solutions that keep network devices, computer rooms and data centers up and running.

Infrastructure Management & Monitoring
Managing and monitoring critical environments at multiple sites around the clock. We make it easy to today’s RDI-driven business environment, with comprehensive infrastructure management and monitoring systems for both IT and facilities. Solutions and services that provide continuous oversight of data centers, computer rooms and network closets, as well as wireless, enterprise and enterprise telecom applications.

Thermal Management
Managing the heat transferred from the data center to the external environment, while ensuring the right temperature and airflow for each server. The Thermal Management range of Liebert® solutions answers to all different customer needs and applications, adopting state-of-the-art technologies to achieve the highest efficiency while minimizing energy costs.

Racks & Integrated Solutions
Supporting any application with an extensive service offering including installation, startups, commissioning, maintenance, replacements, 24x7 remote monitoring and diagnostics, and much more backed by the largest global organization in the industry.

Service
Every business needs to build a unique continuity blueprint to ensure its critical infrastructure is available, sustainable, and future-ready. Vertiv architects your continuity across your global facilities and infrastructure to ensure you achieve your business goals and deliver an exceptional experience to your customers and users.

Vertiv Life Services
Vertiv Life Services provides continuous insight into critical equipment operation to improve performance, operational service processes for faster problem resolution, and add deep equipment maintenance expertise to any organization without avert overhaul. Vertiv Life services contracts systems with Vertiv engineers who continuously monitor and resolve real-time operating data to identify trends, provide proactive resolution and respond immediately to out-of-normal conditions, either remotely or dispatching a field engineer within minutes.

Monitoring & Management
No matter your location, Avocent® and Cybex™ keyboard, video, and mouse (KVM) solutions provide support and protection to your critical IT and facilities. As you grow your business, your modular solution scalable and able to design adapt to your space and budget needs.

Sustainability Spotlight
At Vertiv, we design products and services to meet our customer needs from performance to reliability to efficiency. We've seen an increased focus on sustainability across our industry and want to share our solutions that we believe are in the best position to help data center and telecommunications operators achieve their sustainability goals regarding energy and water efficiency, and adoption of alternative sources of energy. We are doing work to better understand the environmental footprint of our solutions and over time strive to make products that reduce lifecycle impacts through continued efforts on advancing efficient, durable and low touch solutions.

Thermal Management
Efficient cooling and data center reliability. Vertiv™ NetSure™ DC power systems are server rack mounted or stand alone, offering unmatched reliability with a minimal footprint. The Vertiv™ NetSure™ future-proof integrated UPS systems. Our future-proof and cost of operating and maintaining critical infrastructure sites continues to rise. Renewing solar is an effort of resource-intensive efforts networks, enabling providers to reduce operating cost and increase solar revenues by integrating solar into your site’s power grid.

Solar Energy
Serve energy costs and increase solar revenues by integrating solar into your site’s power grid.

Racks & Integrated Solutions
Our data center racks, cabinets and enclosures solutions provide support and protection to your critical IT and facilities. As you grow your business, our modular solution scalable and able to design adapt to your space and budget needs.

Service
Every business needs to build a unique continuity blueprint to ensure its critical infrastructure is available, sustainable, and future-ready. Vertiv architects your continuity across your global facilities and infrastructure to ensure you achieve your business goals and deliver an exceptional experience to your customers and users.

Vertiv Life Services
Vertiv Life Services provides continuous insight into critical equipment operation to improve performance, operational service processes for faster problem resolution, and add deep equipment maintenance expertise to any organization without avert overhaul. Vertiv Life services contracts systems with Vertiv engineers who continuously monitor and resolve real-time operating data to identify trends, provide proactive resolution and respond immediately to out-of-normal conditions, either remotely or dispatching a field engineer within minutes.

Monitoring & Management
No matter your location, Avocent® and Cybex™ keyboard, video, and mouse (KVM) solutions provide support and protection to your critical IT and facilities. As you grow your business, your modular solution scalable and able to design adapt to your space and budget needs.

Sustainability Spotlight
At Vertiv, we design products and services to meet our customer needs from performance to reliability to efficiency. We've seen an increased focus on sustainability across our industry and want to share our solutions that we believe are in the best position to help data center and telecommunications operators achieve their sustainability goals regarding energy and water efficiency, and adoption of alternative sources of energy. We are doing work to better understand the environmental footprint of our solutions and over time strive to make products that reduce lifecycle impacts through continued efforts on advancing efficient, durable and low touch solutions.